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IS 

rel)re:se!otlng vertex-transitive as coset 
to allow us to obtain new results 

eral older results concerning the numbers 
transitive that are not 

1 

studied for more than a now, vertex-transitive graphs have quite 
great deal of activity. Their rich groups of automorphisms make 

from both the point of view of groups as well as of 
combinatorics. Among the most recent achievements, we can mention the search for 
vertex-transitive graphs that are edge- but not arc-transitive in [1], or the discovery 
of vertex-, but not arc-transitive with primitive automorphism groups 
in [14]. 

Our paper focuses on a slightly different problem. Aside from the notoriously 
known Cayley graphs, not many families of vertex-transitive graphs were known 
and studied before 1990 (as pointed out, for instance, by Watkins in [15], who also 
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invented the acronym VTNCG that 
The h~ 

wide range of different constructions ( and 
In [7] we described method for new families of VTNCG's based 

011 a combinatorial criterion for and a of vertex-
transitive as coset of finite groups. This paper is all extension of 
the results from we both the combinatorial criterion and the main 

and find several unknown families of VTNCG~s. 
constructions of VTNCG's of order close to a of two 

and, in this way, obtain several results on 
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results obtained in our paper hold for both finite infinite 
CO]lSlde'rmg finite are mostly related to the 

\,\',\J;c,iil6UU"-, by the reader. 
finite every vertex has finite a.nd witb-

that has 

graphs. The 
the group Gads 

on the vertex set of r = C( G, by left 

C011C(~lH of our paper, powerful to and 
VE'rtex-transitive is the one of coset G be a group, 

H a suhgroup of G and X a subset of elements of G such that H n X = 0. 
The Vf~rtex of the coset H, is the of all left of H in 

two vertices aH and bH are adjacent in if and if 
a-1b HX H = {hxh'i x E X and h, h' E H}. An alternate way to define the 
incidence relation on H, is by to the associated 
C( G, Two cosets aH, bH are adjacent in Cos( G, H, that there exist 
h, hi E H such that ah and bh' are adjacent vertices in the associated 
C( G, The coset graph Cos( G, H, X) can therefore be viewed as a 
by the associated Cayley graph C(G, by the subgroup H. The coset 
graph Cos( G, H, is connected if and only if the set H X H is a set for 
the group G. Observe that in the special case when H = {I}, the coset reduces 
to a Cayley graph. 

As in the case of Cayley graphs, the group G acts transitively as a group of 
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of elements of X 
closed oriented walk based at fl, 

fl Xl." Xprt 

1 

It follows that I~VI consider the action of the 

on the set 1. The equation (1) 
1> preserves I. Since 1> is of order ,the 

powers of p. That further 
p) to the number of orbits of 1> on 1 of 
",'"_.Tn-", .. ' (x, ... , E X and = 1. 
to tht~ number of elements x E X with 
l'r.lrnr,I",,1"D0 the proof of our lemma. 0 

(1) 

shift 

III IS (mod 
orbit consists of a 

III (mod p) 
1. Since IvVI = Ill, this 

there several possible of this lemma. Denote, for 
Ik the of all pk-tuples Xi 1 i pk for which 

Xl .•• Xpk • Then, for any k 2:: 2, the number of closed oriented walks of length 
, based at any fixed vertex of r, is congruent (mod l) to the size of the set h-l. 

We shall not, however, use any of these stronger versions of Lemma 1 in our paper. 
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let consider the of 
number of closed oriented walks of 
This situation described in the 

Lenlma 2 Let l' C( 0, be a 
distinct Let n = pq and lei jn be the number 

1. Then the number closed oriented walks 
vcrt(x (mod p) to jn + 
Proof. similar to those used before in Lemma 

two 
which 

the size of the set closed oriented walks of n based some vertex a, 

tolII,thesizeofthe , .. , I}. action of 
, ... , ... ,Xn ,Xl), on I has orbits of 1, p,q or pq: let 

the number of orbits of It follows that III is p) to kq 
the number of orbits of Now it sufficient to realize that the 

orbits are constituted by elements X with the 1. 0 

Let us notice that the orbits of <P of 
of the form (Xl, ... , X g1 :1:1, .• ,Xq1 •• , Xl,. 

when 101 is finite and p not 
cannot contain elements of order p, 

... xg)P = 1 can only 
Xl' . •• ' Xq 1. 
X x q 

q, based at a fixed vertex of r. case of 
to IGI, the number of closed based at 

p) the number of closed oriented walks of 
q, based at the same vertex. 

3 

us start this section QU()tlTIlll the result from 

Theorem 1 Let G be a group! let H be a 
sub8et of G such that n 

exist at least + 1 distinct ordered 
some fixed p > Then the 

A dose examination of the proof in reveals an immediate llYlnrt,uc'rY),c>nt 

of the original lower bound on p. Let lp denote the number distinct pairs (x, h) in 
X H such that (xh)P = l. For obvious reasons, lp , and, in lp is 
often smaller than IXIIHI. \Vithout any alteration of the the original bound 
p IXIIHI2 can be replaced by p > lplHI, giving an on the size of p 
used in applications. Consider, for instance, the case of the triangle group (2, r', p) 
(Example 1 of [7]). The original lower bound p > 1'2 can be improved by using the 
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fact that 1) does not 
1 and therefore it is 

Hi0C"~"'.1<:;0 the one in 
For further 'TY\1nrr,vprnpnt", 

erful 1 CU>,~'c"".Ll'J~ 

of this 

I. Then the cosel 

a 
as in [7]. 

the identity (x . 1)P 1. Thus lp is not 
This lower bound to p 

and let be a 
{ I} . Let , ... , be 

denote the number of distinct 

that all i) 
is a verlcx-tmnsitive non-Cayley 

which X HXn 
stilI valid for our case. In 

there still 
to IHIIXI 

In order to prove the theorem in its full start by proving it in the 
case r 1 , with p the set VV of closed 

in f, based at fixed aoH. stated in [7], each 
associated to a (pk + 1 )-tuple 

(bo; (2) 

where E 

The (pk + 1 )-tuple canonically represents the walk in terms of its colors (for more 
details we refer the reader to the original proof in [7]). Furthermore, there exists 
a one-to-one between the set Wand the set of all (pk + 1 )-tuples 
satisfying (2). Denote the set of all such (pk + l, e. 

Then IWI = III. consider the action of the cyclic shift 

on I. Since p is a prime, each orbit of <1> on I has length 1 or a positive power of 
p. In addition, if a (pk + I)-tuple (bo; (Xl, hI)"'" (Xpk, hpk)) constitutes a length 1 
orbit of <1>, then Xl ... = Xpk = X, hI = ... hpk = hand (Xh)pk = 1. If we denote 
the number of length 1 orbits of <1> on I by n, then III = n (mod p), and therefore 
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IWI n (mod p). On the other hand, n = lplHI, the number of h) such 
that (;rh )pk 1 times the of H. By lp and therefore 

(:3) 

for a group G' and set 
X'. Lemma 1, we (mod p) to the number 
of elements in X' of order divisible by p. This number cannot exceed the of 
r which we have determined to be n > IXIIHI has to be 

p HI n) to number smaller than IHI. That 
and we conclude that r is not 

Let us consider the 
pose, that r = 
denote the number of 

)1 )2 + ... )r Illl· 
IX'I = IXIIHI follows from the that has to be 

Let .ii 
i :S 7' 

(4) 

to the 

we the process outlined in the above of our 
case r 1. denote the of all closed oriented walks 

in r based at an arbitrary but fixed vertex aoll, let Ii be the of all 

(bo; (Xl, hd,···, hi E 

(5) 

(4) and (5) simple observation: there 
The rest of the follows from 

I of closed oriented walks of length 
On the other 

We have stated Theorem 2 in the most 
For we would like to make the 

rernark. that G is finite and p is an odd that does not divide the order 
of Then p does not divide the size of the vertex set of r = 
therefore r, even if it to be cannot possibly have gerler,l1;ors 
p. On the other hand, since G contains no elements of order p, tbe number of pairs 
(x, h) in X x satisfying the equality (xh)P 1, is zero as well. Thus, p contributes 
o to both sides of our inequality and therefore carries no information of whether the 
obtained graph is or not. Consequently, to construct finite VTNCG's, we are 
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interested 
limits their choice for infinite 

included focus 

PI,· ., Pk 

there are no 

maIn 

unsuitable 

not suffer from this drawback. The applications 
unresolved n 2PIP2 ... Pk, k 2 where 
3 (mod 4), ::; k ([12]). 

2. This is a generalization of the triangle group f, p) construc-
tion from [6]. Let G = <x, y> be a group satisfying the identities 
yl = xm (xy)n = 1, and take 1I = <y> and {x,x- 1}. Suppose further that 
both m and n are prime powers, m = p{l, n = ,and consider the coset graph 
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r If lpl' X H of orders 
powers of PI ,P2, then obviously IX I· 

the be extended any number nontrivial powers of x 

u\J,,~'~C"'H~i with their inverses and the will still hold true.) Theorem 2 asserts 
under these conditions that r is a VTNCG provided the folowing three conditions 
are satisfied: 

PI lPI' IHI lPI' l, P2 . IHI 
XHXnH 

strict conditions on G and (1, 
of such situation in the of 

. I, 

e.g" [4]). 

(6) 

(7) 

DoLlU,lIiULL 1. All computations included in this eXi:tnrple 
'"A.,"uHJ'jJ"""'O have been based on the 

Then 

11 . 

tJU',"r..~"h" GAP. 

consider the 
7,11) group: G 

the numbers l7 and ll1 
VTNCG obtained is of order 44 ·43 . 21/3 

Furtlwr, X Ii X n H 
satisfied. The 

Its order IGI/I 
o 

·7 . 11 43. 0 

c'ri1l'.)l',orl factor ,the number obtained in LI",.U,U"'~JJl\ .• 

has been known. One way to obtain a unknown 
number would be to consider an element of order 2 instead of 3 for the element 

works and the obtained nurnber ·3·7·11·43 
'"HJt"'H.H" to "shoot" for 2 . 7 . 11 ·43 away and to 

a consequence. In order to do that we need to factorize G 
are no dement::; of order 6 in P S the 

number 6 too big for 7 one of the it is also 
too big for the number 11 III has to be at least 2, we the inequality 
11 <ill' IHI ll1 . 6; unsuitable for the use of Theorem That leaves us with 43 
alone. The main obstacle in using Theorem 2 for this situation is the fact that we 
need to use a set X with at least IX I + 1 pairs (x, h) E X X H satisfying (xh)P = 1, 
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of G is l1V\AA~"UL 

elements of order Pk no connected 
... Pk the above mentioned condition can be 

of order Pk. 
Such a situation allows the refinement of the lower bound on the number 

of products of order used in Theorem 2. 

Theorem 3 Let and let n be a 'IIll.'d,I,',/,'II(-" 

of order n can be /'/o>,"'Y'nT,O" a set elements the orders 
of p. Let r of order n 
the /fll./,IIIlI/,Il,1I 

(i) XHX n H {I} and <H X 1I> 

such that no gmup 
all of which arc powers 

IGI/IHI); which C1UH,~/H::C1 

(ii) the number [Pi of 
to IXI) 

h) E 1I for which (xh)Pk = Ii is greater than or 

(iii) P > 

Then r a vertex-transitive non-Cayley graph. 

Proof. Because of the second part of condition (i), r is connected. Compar<~d 
to Theorem 2, all we need to prove that the new bound lp 2: IXI is sufficient for 
granting to to be non-Cayley. Suppose the opposite, r = C( (]', X'), and 
consider the number of closed oriented walks of length p, based at a fixed vertex. 
This number has to be (mod p) to both jp, the number of elements x E X' 
whose order is a power of p, and the number lplHI. Since G' cannot be generated by 
elements of order pk jp is strictly less than the valency of r, i. e. jp < IXlllll. 
On the other hand, lplHI 2: IXIIHI, assumption. This congruence is impossible, 
since p > lpllIl, and conclude that r is not Cayley. 0 

No matter how restrictive the conditions imposed on n look, there are numerous 
examples of this kind of a situation. Let us at least mention the order 2PIP2 con
sidered by Miller and Praeger in [12]. As proved in Theorem 1 of their paper, the 
number 2PIP2 is non-Cayley whenever PI and P2 are odd primes and P2 divides PI 1. 
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This indeed when no group of order elements of 
Their original can therefore be 

'Jc,,:~n"r1n,n that the group used in their construction 
the conditions of Tbeon~m :3. without the of the suitable group 
none of this would be 1J'''''UH,g" 

Another nice ',",",NiH"", 

above: 

to be tlw f)-element 

and 

x 

Whjl(~ all 
finite families 
such an infini te 

} with 

3. Let P 
linear group of order 
of - 1) /4 different from 1 is rrn)O'P11Pl,Y 

y 
( 

0 
-1 

the 2 . 7 11·4:3 mentioned 

<y, 

consider tbe matrices 

Both y and x are elements of the first one of order 2 and the second of order p. 

Let H <V> and X {x,x- 1
}. Then G = <HXH>, XHXnH <1>, and 

2 ~ lp ~ 4, since both x·l and X-I ·1 are of order p and there are at most 4 elements 
in X . H. Thus, lp 2:: IXI = 2, and since p has been taken to be than or 
equal to 11, also p > lplHI = lp' 2. All the requirements of Theorem 3 are therefore 
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satisfied, we conclude that the coset is vertex-transitive and 
of order p(p2 -

Here is a list of the first few numbers obtained from the above de-
scribed construction. The dash denotes the primes that do non-Cayley 
number; bold-face denotes the unknown numbers. 

p 
order 

11 13 17 19 23 29 
o 3036 

31 
7440 

41 

The next new 
o 

number obtained in this manner 

W'e conclude our paper with 
well suited for applying Theorem 3. 

Construction 4. Order (pqt 

construction that 

47 5:3 
2.5944 

number 5666226. 

Let p > q be two primes and 1 n p/2 be a Suppose that 
p does not divide any of the numbers qi - 1, 1 i any group of 
order (pq)n contains a normal Sylow p-group and cannot by elements 
of order ph alone. Once more, this conclusion a1lows us to construct a coset graph 

1-,"'-I.",r" ...... the conditions of Theorem 3. Let G be the wreath product of the group 
with acting on 2, .. , in the usual way. Then IGI = n(pq)n. 

Let H 0),. . (0,0); (12. . . be the isomorphic copy of in G. Let 
X = {((I, 0), (0,0), (0,0), ... ,(0,0); id),((p - 1,0), (0,0), (0,0), ... ,(0,0); id)}. Then 
X HXnH = {((O, 0), ... , (0, id)}, lIX H G, lp = 2, and p > lplHI 2n, 
by assumption. All this together proves that Cos( G, H, X) a VTNCG of order 
(pq)n. 0 

Note also that the wreath product construction introduced here can be extended 
to constructions of VTNCG's of any order m n

, n ;::: 2, for which one can somehow 
prove that no group of order m n can be generated exclusively by elements of prime
power order ph, for some prime factor p of m. 
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